Abstract-This paper is concerned with a detailed comparison of two different abstraction techniques for the construction of finite state symbolic models for controller synthesis of hybrid systems. Namely, we compare quotient based abstractions (QBA) with different realizations of strongest (asynchronous) l-complete approximations (SAlCA). Even though the idea behind their construction is very similar, we show that they are generally incomparable both in terms of behavioral inclusion and similarity relations. We therefore derive necessary and sufficient conditions for QBA to coincide with particular realizations of SAlCA. Depending on the original system, either QBA or SAlCA can be a tighter abstraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing interconnection of physical components and digital hardware in today's engineering systems causes challenges that have been investigated by both the control and the computer science community. Although some efforts have been made to bring these parallel advances together, there are still considerable gaps between concepts in both fields addressing similar questions. In this paper we provide a step towards connecting two methods to construct finite state symbolic abstractions inspired by these two communities. Systems where digital hardware is connected to physical components usually lead to hybrid system models. Control synthesis for hybrid systems is a difficult problem, and one common approach to this problem is, first, to simplify a given hybrid control problem by generating a symbolic abstraction of the system to be controlled and, second, to design a symbolic controller using existing synthesis techniques. Inspired by the computer science community, many proposed solutions apply techniques developed for verification of software processes, as e.g. in [1] , [10] , [8] and summarized in [9, Part II] . In that work a symbolic abstraction is constructed by partitioning the original state space into a finite number of cells, such that this partition allows for a bisimulation relation between the original state space model and its abstraction. The set of equivalence classes of this partition is used to define the outputs as well as the states of the constructed abstraction. This abstraction method is therefore often referred to as quotient based abstraction (QBA), a terminology we adopt in this paper.
However, in many applications the interface between the system and a controller is given by predefined discrete valued actuator and measurement signals. This implies that the set of input and output symbols is predefined and cannot be used to adjust the abstraction accuracy. One method explicitly addressing this issue is the so called strongest l-complete approximation (SlCA) [3] , which was recently generalized to strongest asynchronous l-complete approximation (SAlCA) [6] . Here, the accuracy of the abstraction is adjusted by changing the number l of past input and output symbols considered in the construction of the abstract state space. SlCA and SAlCA were formalized using behavioral systems theory [11] , a general framework capturing many different types of dynamics. Therefore, SAlCA are given as behavioral models, i.e., by a set of infinite sequences of symbols. Generally this allows for many different state space realizations. However, almost all previous papers on SlCA and SAlCA, e.g., [3] , [4] , [6] , only make use of a particular realization naturally arising in the abstraction process. To be able to compare SAlCA to QBA we introduce a set of new realizations of SAlCA in this paper. In the special case where QBA are constructed from a predefined partition of the state space and the bisimulation algorithm [2] is used to refine this partition, the idea behind the construction of QBA and a realization of SAlCA is very similar. However, we will show that they are generally incomparable. We therefore derive necessary and sufficient conditions for QBA to realize SAlCA and for QBA to coincide with a particular realization of SAlCA. The proofs of all statements in this paper can be found in an extended version [7] available on arXiv.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first summarize some elements from behavioral systems theory (e.g., [11] ) in Sec. II-A and derive a model of the original system in Sec. II-B, as a basis to apply both QBA and SAlCA. To compare the resulting abstractions we introduce simulation relations in Sec. II-C.
A. Notation
In the behavioral framework, a dynamical system is given by Σ = (T, W, B), consisting of the time axis T , the signal space W and the behavior of the system, B ⊆ (W )
T , where (W ) T := {ω | ω : T → W } is the set of all signals evolving on T and taking values in W . In this paper we only consider dynamical systems evolving on the discrete time axis T = N 0 . However, to simplify notation, we extend the time axis of a behavior B ⊆ (W ) N0 from N 0 to Z by pre-appending each ω ∈ B with the special symbol , i.e., ω = w 0 w 1 w 2 . . . ∈ B is transformed to . . . w 0 w 1 w 2 . . . ⊆ (W ) Z . Hence, the notation Σ = (N 0 , W, B) refers to a system with behavior B ⊆ (W ) 
and π W1 (B) denotes the projection of all signals in the behavior to W 1 . The concatenation of two strings
B. Modelling the Original System
The common starting point of methods generating finite state abstractions of a (possibly continuous) dynamical system is the definition of a finite external signal space W . In the context of SAlCA, W = U × Y is assumed to be predefined by the system to be abstracted, where U is a finite set of control symbols and Y a finite set of measurement symbols. In contrast, the work on QBA usually assumes full sensing and actuating capabilities but defines the finite output set Y based on a specification that the subsequently to be designed controller should guarantee. Therefore, the choice of W = Y is already part of the construction of QBA. In both cases a state model of the system to be abstracted is required.
Definition 1:
A state machine is a tuple Q = (X, U, Y, δ, X 0 ), where X is the set of states, X 0 is the set of initial states, U is the set of inputs, Y is the set of outputs and δ ⊆ X × U × Y × X is a next state relation. The set of admissible outputs of a state x ∈ X is defined by
and Q is said to be output deterministic if
Furthermore,
are the sets of post-states of a state x ∈ X.
1 Throughout this paper we use the notation "∀ . ", meaning that all statements after the dot hold for all variables in front of the dot. "∃ . " is interpreted analogously.
If the state evolution and the output generation of a transition (x, u, y, x )∈δ can be separated in Q, i.e.,
a state machine can be equivalently defined by the six-tuple (X, X 0 , U, F δ , Y, H δ ), which usually defines a transition system. As for the construction of QBA, the set Y is chosen as the set of equivalence classes of a partition of the state space X and it is usually assumed that an output of Q is directly generated by a state, rather than a transition, (3) always holds in this case. Using a state machine Q to model the original system, its full behavior, i.e., the set of infinite input, state and output sequences compatible with its dynamics, is defined as follows.
Definition 2: Let Q be a state machine as in Def. 1. Then the full behavior of Q is defined by
Q is called live and reachable, respectively.
Whenever Q is live and reachable, the dynamics of Q can be equivalently described by its full behavior. As SAlCA are typically constructed from B f (Q) instead of Q, we restrict attention to state machines that are live and reachable, leading to the following setup considered in this paper.
Given a dynamical system S, we assume that its external dynamics can be modeled by a state machine
and the external signal space
In the remainder of this paper we introduce two methods to construct a finite state abstraction of Q in (6), namely asynchronous l-complete approximations (SAlCA) (from [6] ) in Sec. III and quotient based abstractions (QBA) (from [9, part II]) in Sec. IV. To provide a formal comparison of the resulting models in Sec. V, we first introduce the notion of simulation relations.
C. Simulation Relations
Simulation relations are commonly used to compare system models in a step-by-step fashion. The idea is to investigate, if there exists a relation between the state spaces of two systems which ensures that trajectories visiting only related states at every time point produce the same external trajectory. To incorporate all possible choices of external signal spaces W as in (6b), we slightly modify the usual definition of simulation relation for transition systems (e.g. [9, Def. 4.7] ) as follows.
Using Def. 3 we can formally define an ordering on the set of state machines in the usual way.
Definition 4: Given the premises of Def. 3, a state machine
The idea of SAlCA is to exactly mimic the external behavior of Q in (6) over finite time intervals of length l+1. We therefore consider the behavioral system Σ = (N 0 , W, B(Q)), where B(Q) is the extension of π W (B f (Q)) to Z as discussed in Sec. II. All finite strings of external symbols of length l + 1 which are consistent with the dynamics of Q are given by
Now consider the following gedankenexperiment: assume playing a sophisticated domino game where Π l+1 (B(Q)) is the set of dominos. Pick the first domino to be B(Q)| (−l,0] (i.e., a domino with only diamonds except for the last symbol) and append any domino from the set Π l+1 (B(Q)) if the last l symbols of the first domino are equivalent to the first l symbols of the second domino (see Figure 1 (left) for an example). Playing the domino game arbitrarily long and with all possible initial conditions and domino combinations results in the largest, in the sense of set inclusion, behavior B l satisfying
2 As usual, defining the behavioral system Σ l = (N 0 , W, B l ). Observe that the smaller l, the less information in the domino game is used, which generates more freedom in constructing signals, implying B l ⊇ B l+1 ⊇ B(Q) for all l ∈ N 0 . This motivates the use of B l as an over-approximation of the behavior B(Q). Obviously, equality B r = B(Q) holds for all r ≥ l if B(Q) is itself the largest behavior satisfying (9) . In [6] , a system Σ = (N 0 , W, B(Q)) for which the latter is true was called asynchronously l-complete which inspired the name of SAlCA. Following [6] , Σ l constructed in the outlined domino game is the unique SAlCA of Σ = (N 0 , W, B(Q)). However, we are usually interested in a state machine realizing its step by step evolution.
Definition 5: Given (6) and (9), the dynamical system
In the literature on SAlCA the state space X to construct the realization Q of the SAlCA Σ l is usually chosen such that the state represents the "recent past" of length l of the external signal. Recalling the gedankenexperiment, this choice of X is motivated by the fact that the next feasible domino of length l + 1 is determined by the last l symbols of the previous domino (see Fig. 1 (right) for an illustration). Using this state space, the standard state machine realization of SAlCA, denoted by Q l in this paper, is defined as follows.
be the SAlCA of Σ and define
. Summarizing the abstraction procedure outlined above, constructing the finite state abstraction Q l in Prop. 1 using SAlCA only requires knowledge about the set Π l+1 (B(Q)). However, if Q is available, we can construct Q l from Q directly without taking a "detour" via constructing B(Q) first, as shown in the following section.
A. Some State Machine Realizations of SAlCA
Recall from Prop. 1 that the set of finite external sequences of length l, given by Π l ( B l ) = Π l (B(Q)) (from (9)), is a suitable candidate for the state space X of the finite state abstraction Q we are seeking, as Π l (B(Q)) is finite if W is finite. To obtain a transition relation δ from Q directly, we investigate how a string ζ ∈ Π l (B(Q)) can correspond to a state x ∈ X of Q. As ζ is a string of length l and x is a state reached at a particular time k ∈ N 0 , ζ might be generated by Q immediately before, immediately after or while x was reached. This observation suggests a set of intervals (6) and (11), let Σ S = (N 0 , W × X, B S (Q)) be a dynamical system, where B S (Q) is the extension of π W ×X (B f (Q)) to Z as discussed in Sec. II. Then the set of corresponding external strings w.r.t. I l m is defined for every state x ∈ X by
Q is called future unique w.r.t. I We now construct m different finite state machines using the outlined correspondence between X and Π l (B(Q)).
Definition 7:
Given (6) and (11), define
, and (14b)
The construction of the abstract state machines in Def. 7 can be interpreted as follows. Using (14a) instead of X
m is live and reachable, which is purely cosmetic but allows to simplify subsequent proofs. The last line in the conjunction of (14c) simply says that we have a transition in Q I l m from x to x if there is a transition in Q between any two states compatible with x and x , respectively. However, the first two lines in the conjunction of (14c) additionally ensure that x and x obey the rules of the domino game, i.e.,
and the current external symbol w = π W (u, y) is contained in either x or x or both, at the position corresponding to the current time point, i.e.,
As we are interested in state machine realizations of SAlCA, we now show that Q simulates the original state machine Q and when both state machines are bisimilar. This investigation is interesting for the comparison to QBA, as the latter always simulates original state machine Q. Furthermore, the framework of QBA allows to construct a bisimilar abstraction whenever it exists. Hence, it is interesting to know if the latter is also true for SAlCA. The investigation of similarity between Q coincide, if B(Q) is asynchronously l-complete. Behavioral equivalence is always necessary for a relation R to be a bisimulation relation, but usually not sufficient. We therefore introduce a stronger condition, called state-based asynchronous l-completeness, to serve the latter purpose.
Q is state-based asynchronously l-complete w.r.t. I l m . Remark 1: Recall from the beginning of this section that the dynamical system Σ = (N 0 , W, B(Q)) is asynchronously l-complete, as defined in [6, Def.6] , if B(Q) is the largest behavior satisfying (9) itself. Intuitively, the latter is true if for all ζ ∈ Π l+1 (B(Q)) there exists an x ∈ X s.t. the second part of (15) holds. Therefore, asynchronous l-completeness of Σ is always implied by (15), but not vice-versa. 
Then it holds that (i) R ∈ R U ×Y (Q, Q coincide, their transition structure slightly differs. This is a consequence of the fact that Q l + was intended to serve as a set-valued observer for the states of Q.
Recalling the domino game, we know that using longer dominos (i.e., increasing l) gives less freedom in composing them and therefore yields a tighter abstraction. This intuition carries over to the state space realizations of Σ l , inducing an ordering in terms of simulation relations. 
Thm. 4 (ii) implies that the accuracy of the abstraction cannot be increased by increasing l > r if B(Q) is asynchronously r-complete and m is fixed, e.g. m = 0. Therefore, the standard realization Q l for SAlCA might never result in a bisimilar abstraction of Q, no matter how large l is chosen, even if Σ = (N 0 , W, B(Q)) is asynchronously r-complete. This is due to the fact, that state-based asynchronous l-completeness of Q is not implied by asynchronous l-completeness of Σ (see Rem. 1). Interestingly, we will show that increasing m, i.e., shifting the interval into the future, results in a tighter abstraction w.r.t. simulation relations, i.e., allows to increase the precision of Q 
IV. QUOTIENT-BASED ABSTRACTIONS (QBA)
The idea of quotient based abstractions (QBA) is to partition the state space X into a finite set of equivalence classes Y which is used to define the discrete outputs of the original system as well as states of the abstraction. The set Y is usually constructed iteratively, by choosing an initial partition Φ 1 and using the refinement algorithm in [2] which terminates if the partition allows to construct a quotient state machine Q which is bisimilar to Q. To draw the connection to the setting of SAlCA, we assume that the original system is modelled by (6a) with finite, predefined output set W = Y , and initialize the re-partitioning algorithm with the partition induced by H δ .
